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Environmental monitoring - a group of 
systematic studies that reveal the state 
of the environment (EU JRC).
(https://joint-research-centre.ec.europa.eu/scientific-activities-z/environmental-
monitoring_en)



FGM Implementation in DE
▪ The pilot implementation was based on the “Concept of a 

Genetic Monitoring for Forest Tree Species in the Federal 
Republic of Germany” (BLAG-FGR 2004). 

▪ First national initiative – implementation started in Germany 
in 2004 (Konnert et al. 2011) on two species European beech 
(Fagus sylvatica) and wild cherry (Prunus avium).



EUFORGEN, FGM and monitoring regions

▪ Aravanopoulos, F. A. et al. (2015).

Development of genetic monitoring

methods for genetic conservation

units of forest trees in Europe.

European Forest Genetic Resources

Programme (EUFORGEN), Bioversity

International, Rome, Italy. xvi+ 55 p.

https://www.euforgen.org/publications/

publication/genetic-monitoring-

methods-for-genetic-conservation-units-

of-forest-trees-in-europe/

https://www.euforgen.org/publications/publication/genetic-monitoring-methods-for-genetic-conservation-units-of-forest-trees-in-europe/


Principles and processes for selecting genetic monitoring units 
within monitoring regions (EUFORGEN WG on FGM)

▪ The goal of genetic monitoring is linked to the conservation of the long-term
adaptive evolutionary potential. Therefore, when establishing acceptable limits to sampling, it 

is advisable to include all the ecological situations in which the species in question occurs.

▪ Accurate FGM of FGR requires the most representative sampling possible.

▪ However, limited resources (personnel, funds, data handling capacity) impose the 
necessity for a more restricted coverage of units in the sampling.

▪ Other available information regarding genetic diversity and phylogeographical 
patterns, phenology data, etc. must also be included in the decision-making process. 

▪ FGM network (as a whole, including different model species) should involve all 
European countries and comprise a balanced selection of genetic monitoring units.

Aravanopoulos, F. A. et al. (2015) 



Species selection for FGM (EUFORGEN)

▪ EUFORGEN WG identified 14 “keystone” 
species) and one (1) “endangered” 
species (15 species in total) as a “pilot 
species” for FGM;

▪ Furthermore, after literature survey WG 
identified 14 species which have 
published genetic information on the 
species that could be of interest and 
usable for FGM

Aravanopoulos, F. A. et al. (2015) 



For further species selection WG considered:

(1) species having both SSR and SNP information available; 

(2) species distributed in the broad ecological categories defined on the basis of 
geographical distribution (wide or restricted distribution) and ecological appearance 
(stand-forming or scattered);

(3) species that present genetic conservation units with predominantly N>50 trees;

(4) species with a predominantly south-central and southern distribution, which can be 
considered as having greater vulnerability to CC;

(5) species used by the relevant projects (e.g FORGER).

(6) Based on these criteria, the working group proposes the following species: Abies 
alba, Castanea sativa, Quercus petraea, Picea abies, Pinus halepensis and Populus 
nigra.

Criteria for the selection of tree species for FGM (EUFORGEN)

Aravanopoulos, F. A. et al. (2015) 



FGM monitoring regions (EUFORGEN)

The working group tested three different approaches for identifying potential FGM regions 
at the pan-European level.

1. Species distribution × environmental zone

2. Species distribution × country × environmental zone × stratum

3. Species distribution × grid option

• Although these approaches, focusing on quantitative background data, have proven not 
to be suitable.

• Testing directly contributed to the development of the approach that was finally chosen.

Aravanopoulos, F. A. et al. (2015) 



Criteria for the selection of the monitoring regions and the 
number of units per region (EUFORGEN)

▪ WG has agreed on the principles for identifying FGM regions;

▪ FGM regions have been identified and the potential number of genetic 
monitoring units proposed.

▪ While the working group has identified FGM regions and recommended the 
number of FGM units for each region, the final selection of genetic monitoring 
units will be the task of participating countries and their relevant authorities. 

Aravanopoulos, F. A. et al. (2015) 



▪ The monitoring units will be selected following an expert-based approach, defining
the total number needed for each species and the most appropriate placement
within the species distribution range. For the exact identification of the genetic
monitoring unit, the following additional criteria should be used:
▪ Population size: minimum 50 reproducing trees.

▪ Unit size: minimum 4 ha for stand-forming species.

Criteria for the selection of the number of units per region
(EUFORGEN)

Aravanopoulos, F. A. et al. (2015) 



Specific criteria to be taken into account in the selection of 
genetic monitoring units (1)

Specific value

▪ Genetic monitoring units must be representative of the genetic resources for which 
the monitoring region was selected.

Multipurpose units

▪ It is advisable to concentrate monitoring efforts in multipurpose units. (Suitable for 
FGM of one or more species, included in permanent - intensive study plots, or 
intensive study sites of national or regional forest inventories (e.g. IPC; other 
networks; plots already established in national or European projects; etc.).

Aravanopoulos, F. A. et al. (2015) 



Management criteria

▪ In GCU network, many different types of regeneration regimes as well as silvicultural and management
techniques. 

▪ It would be useful to assess the long-term influence of different large-scale management regimes on
FGR.

▪ However, because of limited resources genetic monitoring units may focus on natural populations with
minimal anthropogenic intervention. 

▪ From a practical point of view, FGM units will be selected from existing conservation units.

▪ Need of commitment with owners and managers (and their formal agreement) to monitoring efforts.

Other criteria for FGM units selection: Size >4 ha (for stand-forming species, while for species with a 
scattered distribution the size will depend on the minimum required number of reproducing trees included 
in the plot) No of trees, Ownership, Conservation status and threats, Genetic uniqueness, etc.

Specific criteria to be taken into account in the selection of 
genetic monitoring units (2)

Aravanopoulos, F. A. et al. (2015) 



Summary (EUFORGEN)

1. Target tree species selection

2. Species distribution and existing GCU’s (EUFGIS)

3. Representative coverage of environmental zones + spp. 
distribution + other relevant info = FGM regions

4. FGM units identification

5. FGM plot selection in certain FGM region

6. FGM design, size, no of trees, available data, etc.



LIFEGENMON project
Bajc, M., Aravanopoulos, F., Westergren, M., 
Fussi, B., Kavaliauskas, D., Alizoti, P., … 
Kraigher, H. (Ur.). (2020). Manual for forest 
genetic monitoring. Ljubljana: Slovenian 
Forestry Institute, Silva Slovenica Publishing 
Centre.

Download: 
http://doi.org/10.20315/SFS.167https://dirros.o
penscience.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=13902

http://doi.org/10.20315/SFS.167https:/dirros.openscience.si/IzpisGradiva.php?id=13902


LIFEGENMON 2014-2021

One of the aim of project was to prepare FGM 
manual and guidelines for forest genetic 
monitoring

For two model tree species:

▪ Abies alba/Abies borisii-regis complex 

▪ Fagus sylvatica

Additional five forest trees species:

▪ Fraxinus excelsior

▪ Pinus nigra

▪ Populus nigra

▪ Prunus avium

▪ Quercus petraea/robur complex

– For implementation of FGM at a national, 
regional and EU scale.

Illustrations by: Marija Prelog Fagus sylvatica L.

Metka Kladnik Fraxinus excelsior L. Klara Jager Pinus nigra Arnold
Anja Rupar Abies alba Mill. Eva Margon Quercus petraea (Matt.) Liebl. / Quercus robur L.

Teja Milavec Prunus avium (L.) L. Marina Gabor Populus nigra L.(Bajc et al. 2020)



Monitoring regions should be delineated based on the 
following criteria: 

1. Representative coverage of environmental zones;

2. Coverage of characterised races or ecotypes, inclusion of marginal and peripheral populations considering
latitudinal, altitudinal and ecological margins, as well as leading and rear edge populations of the species
distribution range;

3. Consideration of the distribution of EUFORGEN gene conservation units (EUFORGEN,
http://portal.eufgis.org/), so that each genetic monitoring region preferably includes at least one GCU as a
genetic monitoring unit, if the relevant requirements are met;

4. Known levels of existing genetic structure and standing genetic variation based on the results of genetic
marker research;

5. Relevant results of provenance trials;

6. Expert knowledge on a country basis should be used to fine tune the locations of the delineated monitoring
regions regarding the forest types, vitality, biodiversity and economic value of populations.

7. In the case of unclear or only partial results being available, expert opinion should be used.

(Bajc et al. 2020)

http://portal.eufgis.org/


Description of designation and maps of monitoring regions within 
LIFEGENMON 

▪ Within LIFEGENMON, the delineation of FGM regions has been carried
out by a joint data-driven and expert-based approach, in a NW to SE
transect spanning from Bavaria to Greece.

▪ Seven priority species with contrasting biology, ecology and
distributional properties were employed (Abies alba/A. borisii-regis complex,
Fagus sylvatica, Fraxinus excelsior, Pinus nigra, Populus nigra, Prunus avium, and Quercus
robur/Q. petraea complex).

▪ 6 to 10 monitoring regions per species/species complex were
recognised.

▪ The monitoring regions as delineated within the LIFEGENMON project
are valid for the transect from Bavaria to mainland Greece. If a wider,
pan-European, area was assessed, the monitoring regions might be
delineated differently.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



Monitoring tree spp. No. of FGM regions

Abies alba/A. borisii-regis complex 9

Fagus sylvatica, 10

Fraxinus excelsior 6

Pinus nigra 7

Populus nigra 8

Prunus avium 8

Quercus robur/Q. petraea complex 7

Monitoring regions over the transect from Bavaria to Greece for Fagus 
sylvatica, Abies alba/ A. borisii regis, Fraxinus excelsior, Populus nigra, Pinus 

nigra, Prunus avium and Quercus robur/Q. petraea

(Bajc et al. 2020)



Number of FGM plots per species

▪ It is recommended that at least one (1)

forest genetic monitoring (FGM) plot be

established per monitoring region;

▪ Monitoring regions are delineated per

species or species complex

▪ If neighbouring countries share monitoring

regions, international cooperation can

reduce the total number of FGM plots

across countries so that each monitoring

region is represented by one FGM plot.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



FGM plot selection (1)

▪ Priority for forest stands with high data density (e.g. genetic experimental 

plots, yield and growth permanent observation plots, NFI plots, etc.)

▪ Background data during selection (e.g. different biological and environmental 

situations, natural distribution range, climatic and environmental data, soil, vegetation, etc.)

▪ FGM plot should not have experienced clear-cutting in the recent 
history

▪ Exclusion of any clear-cutting under current and future 
management

▪ Presence of stand-level attributes paramount for genetic monitoring 
e.g. age of the stand / developmental phase

▪ Attributes linked to the ecological adaptation of the population to 
the site:

– Fructification/Seeds availability

– Presence and survival of natural regeneration

(Bajc et al. 2020)



Concordance of the site with EUFGIS requirements (sites should agree 
with the EUFGIS minimum requirements):

1. The units should have a designated status (e.g. gene 
conservation area, protected area, etc);

2. The units can be located in forests managed for multiple uses, 
protected areas etc;

3. The minimum size of FGM unit depends on tree species and 
FGM objectives (i.e. a minimum of 50 reproducing trees; in special cases, such as 
monitoring of the recovery of an endangered population, a lower number of 
reproducing trees is acceptable);

4. At least one tree species should be recognized as target tree 
species for each unit (in our case this is species for genetic 
monitoring);

EUFGIS minimum requirements are available at: 
http://portal.eufgis.org/fileadmin/templates/eufgis.org/documents/EUFGIS_Minimum_r
equirements.pdf

FGM plot selection (2)

(Bajc et al. 2020)

http://portal.eufgis.org/fileadmin/templates/eufgis.org/documents/EUFGIS_Minimum_requirements.pdf


FGM plot selection (3)

5. Presence of stand-level attributes paramount for 
FGM, representing the ecological adaptation of the population to the site 
(reproducing adult trees, presence and survival of natural regeneration (if 
expected based on the forest stand age), sexual and / or vegetative 
reproduction).

6. Availability of genetic data in the same or a nearby 
stand. 

7. Avoidance of steep slopes or other topographical 
characteristics which might influence gene flow 
within the plot. (This criterion is not applicable for populations at the 
upper timberline or other special cases where steep inclination of terrain is 
unavoidable.)

8. All legal, administrative and silvicultural changes 
need to be documented. 

(Bajc et al. 2020)



9. Priority should be given to plots for which stand history (e.g.: origin of genetic resources, year

since last clear-cutting, timing of thinning operations, etc.) and high data density, especially in

time series and precise plot documentation, is already available. For example, from the Gene Conservation Units

(GCUs), experimental plots, yield and growth permanent observation plots, approved seed objects, national forest inventory plots, ICP Forest plots,

etc. Background data is important to take into account during selection of monitoring plots and interpretation of monitoring results. Such background

data includes: Climatic / environmental data; Soil data; Vegetation data; Data on past fructification and presence of natural regeneration, etc.;

10.Distance of the institution to the monitoring plot.

11.Easy accessibility of the plot (e.g.: road, footpath, rock obstacles, etc.). Whenever possible, select FGM plots

that can be reasonably easily accessed, as this will reduce the workload in the field and the overall cost of FGM.

12.FGM plots can be promoted as 'research focal points' and included in other monitoring

programmes and research projects (national inventories, ICP Forest, greenhouse gas emission/sink monitoring plots, forest soil

biodiversity research and monitoring, etc. Such an approach would facilitate long-term continuation of monitoring activities at FGM plots, contribute

to securing the long-term budgetary support and increase the amount of different types of data available for FGM plots).

FGM plot selection (4)

(Bajc et al. 2020)



▪ When a site for FGM (i.e. a forest stand) is 

confirmed, a smaller area for FGM plot 

installation is to be selected within it.

▪ For stand-forming species the location for 

the FGM plot installation is chosen at 

random, while for scattered species a 

preliminary field survey of the selected 

stand for FGM is required.

FGM plot establishment

(Bajc et al. 2020)



Number of trees per plot (1)

▪ A minimum of fifty (50) reproducing trees for FGM.

▪ In rare cases, for scattered tree species only, the

number may be reduced to 30 adult trees.

▪ An FGM plot for monoecious species consists of 50

unrelated reproducing trees and a minimum distance

of 30 m between any two trees.

▪ For dioecious or functionally dioecious species 25

female and 25 male adult reproducing trees need to

be selected with the same minimum distance

requirement as for the monoecious species.

Fraxinus excelsior L. flowers. (Illustrations: Metka Kladnik)(Bajc et al. 2020)



Number of trees per plot (2)

▪ If a tree is flowering, it is regarded as a reproducing tree. Therefore,

the best time for FGM plot establishment and tree selection is spring, when

potential trees are flowering; e.g. flowering cherry trees can be seen from far away.

▪ DBH and social class can be used as a proxy to identify a

reproducing tree for monoecious species.

▪ For dioecious or functionally dioecious species trees must be

selected during the flowering period to be able to positively

identify the sex of trees.

▪ For species where clones or hybrids between target autochthonous

species and allochthonous species occur, the selected trees first

need to be genotyped for clonality or hybridisation.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



FGM plot design. Stand-forming tree species

▪ When a forest stand is confirmed for FGM implementation, a centre of the FGM plot is to be randomly

selected.

▪ Random sampling, as a way of sampling design, should be used as it is the only statistically safe option.

GPS coordinates of the centre;

Other trees are selected in concentric circles around the previously selected central tree with an increasing radius of 30 m by

using a random azimuth observed from the central tree, important to ensure a minimum distance above but as close to 30m

between any two trees as possible: (Bajc et al. 2020)



FGM plot design. Scattered tree species (1)

▪ Differences in spatial distribution and density among

scattered species’ populations, there is no universal

approach for FGM plot establishment.

▪ Some species are present individually others occur in

groups of different sizes in mixed forest stands or in

specific patterns, the procedure for plot establishment is

to be devised on a case-by-case basis.

▪ Common requirements of 50 unrelated reproducing

trees and a minimum distance of 30 m between selected

trees.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



FGM plot design. Scattered tree species (2)
▪ In special cases of very low population density (e.g.

endangered populations, edge populations), the number of

trees can be reduced to 30.

▪ When a site for FGM implementation is confirmed, the

locations must be additionally surveyed in more detail in the

field.

▪ GPS coordinates of all suitable trees and NR sites / GIS software

check / selection in the office.

▪ If the target species population is clearly visible and

distinguished from other species in an orthophoto of the area,

visual inspection of these photos may be used instead of the

additional surveying in the field (e.g. Prunus avium).

(Bajc et al. 2020)



Individuals in clusters

▪ Several plots, which together form one FGM plot, should be installed in

the field with the total sum of 50 trees.

▪ Clusters of trees must be located within the same stand, where the

environmental conditions and the species composition are similar.

▪ The locations of tree clusters are plotted on the map in the form of

polygons, which all together represent a sampling frame.

▪ Trees within a cluster should be selected randomly with minimum

distance of 30-35 m inside each polygon.

▪ If the population density is not sufficient to carry out the process to find

additional clusters.

(Bajc et al. 2020)

FGM plot design. Scattered tree species (3).
Populations in the form of clusters of trees

Photo: Gregor Božič (SFI)



FGM plot design. Scattered tree species (4).
Sporadically occurring trees

Sporadically occurring trees (“seek and find approach”)

▪ In cases where the population occurs in small groups of only a few trees each or trees are present individually,

random sampling with the requirements of a minimum number of reproducing trees (30-50) and a minimum

distance of 30 m may become increasingly difficult.

▪ The area for tree selection could become too large and thus unmanageable.

▪ An initial surveying and saving tree locations may be too time consuming and labour intensive, especially where

the terrain is difficult.

▪ It is advisable to get assistance from local foresters who are aware of the area and know where the target

species is more likely to occur.

▪ All reproducing trees that meet the minimum distance requirement must be selected. If it is impossible to find

50 reproducing trees, all suitable trees should be selected, but not fewer than 30 trees (exceptionally in the case

of endangered or edge populations!) with a minimum distance of 30 m from each other.



Natural regeneration (1)

▪ Inside an established FGM plot a greater number of NR subplots, if

possible 20, should be established.

▪ NR subplots are to be used for several purposes: DNA sampling and NR

abundance / mortality assessment.

▪ The establishment of NR subplots should be carried out after germination

following each strong or massive fructification event, when fructification

occurs every three to 12 years.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



Natural regeneration (2)

▪ If fructification occurs every year or every second year, NR plots are to

be established after a strong/massive fructification with approximately

five years in between the previous and next round of NR abundance

plots.

▪ Seed dormancy must be taken into consideration when planning the

NR subplot establishment.

▪ For example, seed of Common ash (Fraxinus excelsior) usually remains

dormant for two winters, meaning that germination and establishment

of NR subplots will take place two years after the fructification event.

(Bajc et al. 2020) Fraxinus excelsior L. (Illustrations: Metka Kladnik)



▪ Natural regeneration centres should be surveyed in the field and their locations

logged (GPS coordinates, the number of the tree which is the closest to the NR

centre).

▪ From all regeneration centres, 20 of them should be chosen randomly for NR plot

installation. If 20 or fewer NR centres are present, all should be used.

▪ Logging additional information about the location of NR plots, such as the

distance (number of steps) and azimuth from the nearest labelled adult tree, is

recommended to aid in finding these NR plots in the future.

▪ Inside each selected natural regeneration centre a 1 m2 plot is to be installed and

marked with metal rods.

(Bajc et al. 2020)

Natural regeneration (3)



▪ Adult trees - All labelled trees must be sampled (50 adult reproducing trees for monoecious species; 25 

female and 25 male adult reproducing trees for dioecious and functionally dioecious species)

▪ For hybridising species and species with vegetative reproduction (clones), the initial number of adult trees to 

be sampled and genotyped can be higher (e.g. 100)

▪ Sampling of natural regeneration should be done at the 20 NR subplots (next to the abundance/survival 1m2

plot) the third year after germination (3-year old plants).

▪ 50 NR samples are collected: 3 plants from 10 randomly chosen NR subplots, 2 from the other 10 subplots. 

For hybridising species and species with vegetative reproduction (clones), 100 saplings should be sampled 

and genotyped. 

▪ Seeds are needed for DNA analysis and for seed testing at the advanced level of monitoring.

▪ Seeds must be collected from the 20 selected seed trees by climbing onto the trees and at least 200-300 

seeds per mother tree must be sampled from several different branches (higher number of seeds are 

needed to be sure to have sufficient number of full seed), 20 full seeds per tree will be used for DNA 

analysis, for a total of 400 seeds.

(Bajc et al. 2020)

COLLECTING SAMPLES



Sampling for DNA analysis



Labelling of trees

▪ Each selected tree must be marked with a corresponding

number and a band painted around the trunk to aid the

visibility of the trees from all directions.

▪ Mark the central tree (number 1) with two or more bands to

differentiate it from other trees.

▪ It is recommended to paint the number on the side of the

tree that is pointing away from the central tree, as this helps

locating the central tree, particularly from the outer rings of

the plot.

▪ In some cases, it helps to label the trees on the side pointing

away from paths or roads to avoid confusion with people

seeking recreation in the forest.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



Georeferencing

Selected trees within the FGM plot need to be georeferenced, which can be done at the

same time as plot establishment.

Two georeferencing approaches are described in FGM manua:

1. The simplest way to georeference trees is to record the GPS locations of the selected

trees using a GPS receiver.

However, this method is not suitable in the case of insufficient accuracy and/or precision of

the GPS receiver. The accuracy of non-differential GPS receivers that are generally used by

foresters can be as low as 15 m or more in mature forests (Simwanda et al. 2011).

Differential GPS devices offer significantly better accuracy and precision (Zhang et al. 2014).

2. Another way of georeferencing trees is with the measured distance and azimuth from

the reference point. The georeferencing calculator must be used to calculate tree

locations.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



PLOT DESCRIPTION (STANDARDISED FORMS DEVELOPED) (1)

▪ After establishment, the FGM plot should be described in detail in the “FGM Plot

description” form, which is part of this Manual.

▪ All collected data is then deposited in a database.

▪ The form consists of two main parts: (i) plot description data and (ii) stand quality

and description.

▪ Plot description data contains sections about the exact location, ownership, species

composition of the forest stand, characteristics of the region, soil and climate. The

silvicultural system, forest management objectives and designated status are also

defined.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



PLOT DESCRIPTION (STANDARDISED FORMS DEVELOPED) (2)

▪ The stand quality and description part is organised in such a way that one of the possible answers is

selected for each descriptor.

▪ This part of the form describes the following:

▪ forest health condition,

▪ whether the forest is managed or not,

▪ forest reproductive material collections,

▪ natural regeneration,

▪ vertical and horizontal structure of the stand,

▪ slope,

▪ quality of trees, etc.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



Fagus sylvatica FGM plot (Germany) (1)



Fagus sylvatica FGM plot (Germany) (2)



PLOT MAINTENANCE (1)

General maintenance

▪ Tree markings and NR plot markings must be checked periodically (every two years) and renovated if

needed.

▪ Metal rods, used for NR plots marking, must be removed when monitoring of NR abundance is finished.

Replacement of trees

▪ If a monitored tree dies or is cut due to management, it must be replaced. The nearest suitable tree to the

dead one should be chosen considering that the distance requirement of 30 m to the nearest monitored

tree is fulfilled. Otherwise a tree from the periphery (preferably in the outer circle in the case of stand-

forming species) of the FGM plot is to be selected.

▪ If the crown is damaged due to, for example, wind break, ice or snow break, but continues to fructify, the

tree is kept for the monitoring. If the damage is too severe and fructification is not expected anymore, the

monitored tree must be replaced.

(Bajc et al. 2020)



PLOT MAINTENANCE (2)

▪ In species where more than 50 individuals are selected initially due to determination of

clonality or hybridisation (by genotyping), any suitable individuals from these surplus trees

can be used as replacements for lost trees. If clones were detected in the initial larger

number of trees, the same genotype can be used as a replacement for the lost individual.

▪ The cause of the loss of a tree on the FGM plot must be determined and logged in the

forms and in the database.

▪ Replacement trees have to be marked the same way as the original trees, but with

consecutive numbers (51, 52, …) to differentiate them from the replaced original trees

(numbered 1 to 50).

(Bajc et al. 2020)



Long-term maintenance of the plot

(Bajc et al. 2020)

▪ Gaps in forest cover may occur even in close-to-nature forest management systems.

▪ In the case of the removal of a larger number of reproducing trees on the FGM plot due

to forest management (e.g. irregular shelter wood), the plot should still be maintained

and observations carried out with regard to NR abundance, flowering, and fructification.

In such cases, the number of the remaining trees must be recorded at each observation.

▪ Such a situation, when FGM is severely limited due to a reduced number of reproducing

trees may last for several decades, until enough younger trees reach reproductive age and

meet the minimum requirements to be included in the FGM.

▪ The selection and replacement process should be undertaken over a longer period, so

that the selected replacement trees are not biased towards the fastest growing

individuals.



COLLECTION OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA 

▪ Today CC is probably the main direct threat to genetic diversity and forest ecosystems. Indirectly it also

enhances threats from diseases, pathogens , insects, fire and extreme weather events.

▪ Environmental factors play an important role in the reproductive success, growth and survivability of trees.

▪ In FGM many verifiers can be partially explained with changing environmental parameters, e.g. temperature and

precipitation.

▪ To explain changes in various verifiers, it is therefore recommended to install meteorological loggers directly on

the FGM plot.

▪ Data loggers and different environmental sensors. Meteorological loggers are cheap, easy to install and enable

easy remote data collection.

▪ Meteorological data can also be obtained and extrapolated from nearby weather stations. This approach is

however not recommended in locations with very heterogeneous conditions or microclimates.

(Bajc et al. 2020)
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